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Abstract 
The aim of this study was to develop a reliable technique for measuring the area of a curved 
surface from an axial computed tomography (CT) scan and to apply this clinically in the 
measurement of articular cartilage surface area in acetabular fractures. The method used was 
a triangulation algorithm. In order to determine the accuracy of the technique, areas of 
hemispheres of known size were measured to give the percentage error in area measurement. 
Seven such hemispheres were machined into a Perspex block and their area measured 
geometrically, and also from CT scans by means of the triangulation algorithm. Scans of 1, 2 
and 4 mm slice thickness and separation were used. The error varied with slice thickness and 
hemisphere diameter. It was shown that the 2 mm slice thickness provides the most accurate 
area measurement, while 1 mm cuts overestimate and 4 mm cuts underestimate the area. For 
a hemisphere diameter of 5 cm, which is of similar size to the acetabulum, the error was  -
11.2% for 4 mm cuts, +4.2% for 2 mm cuts and + 5.1% for 1 mm cuts. As expected, area 
measurement was more accurate for larger hemispheres. This method can be applied 
clinically to quantify acetabular fractures by measuring the percentage area of intact articular 
cartilage. In the case of both column fractures, the percentage area of secondary congruence 
can be determined. This technique of quantifying acetabular fractures has a potential clinical 
application as a prognostic factor and an indication for surgery in the long term. 
 
Letournel and Judet devised a classification of acetabular fractures based on four standard 
plain radiographs: anterior-posterior (AP) radiographs of the whole pelvis and hemi-pelvis, 
and iliac oblique and obturator oblique radiographs of the affected side [1]. The introduction 
of 3D computed tomography (CT) reconstruction has not altered this classification [2]. 
However, the problem of quantifying acetabular fractures and defining the indications for 
surgery remains. Matta used a two-dimensional approach, by measuring the roof-arc angle 
from the standard radiographs but this has been of limited clinical application as a prognostic 
factor [3]. We have progressed to three dimensions in order to measure the area of the 
articular surface of the acetabulum from axial CT scans.  
 
The aim of this study was to devise and validate a technique for measuring the area of a 
curved surface from an axial CT scan that can be applied clinically to measure the articular 
cartilage surface area in acetabular fractures. 
 
Material and methods 
A triangulation method was used to measure the surface area of articular cartilage on 
fragments shown on axial CT scans of patients with acetabular fractures. CT scans of the 
pelvis and acetabulum were carried out clinically on a Siemens Somatom DRH scanner and 
the images stored on half inch magnetic tape. These were then transferred onto a Titan 
graphics supercomputer (Kubota Pacific Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA) which has four 16 
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MFLOP processors, 64 Mbytes of RAM and 2.3 Gbytes of hard disc. The images were 
displayed in turn on a screen and a mouse used to outline the articular surface of each 
fragment as a series of linked points. A triangulation algorithm was used to join up the points 
on the adjacent scans and so produce a series of triangles representing the surface of each 
fragment. The total surface area of the articular cartilage on each fragment was calculated by 
summing the areas of the individual triangles on each fragment. 
 
In order to determine the accuracy of this triangulation method in the measurement of the 
area of a curved surface, an experiment was carried out using a phantom. The phantom 
consisted of a Perspex block with seven hemispheres, 10, 19, 32, 41, 54, 63 and 72 mm in 
diameter, machined into the surface. These sizes were chosen to encompass the size range of 
human acetabula. The actual area of each hemisphere was calculated directly from cross-
sectional profiles by reflex microscopy, with an error of 0.5%. The actual area was compared 
with the area calculated by triangulation in order to determine the accuracy of the method. 
 
The triangulation algorithm was used to measure the surface area of the hemispheres cut into 
the Perspex phantom. The block was firmly held on to the couch of the CT scanner to 
simulate the orientation of the pelvis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. A rectangular Perspex block (phantom) in which seven hemispheres have been machined. 
 
and acetabulum  (Figure 1). Three series of scans were carried out in order to determine 
which slice thickness provides the most accurate estimation of surface area. The cuts chosen 
were of 1, 2 and 4 mm slice thickness and separation, with a 512 × 512 matrix and pixels 
0.67 × 0.67 mm in size. (For patients 2 mm and 4 mm slices are usually acquired, with the 
same image and pixel dimensions.) The manufacturers give the accuracy of the table 
increment as ± 1 mm over 300 mm (0.3%, 0.6% and 1.2% error for 1, 2 and 4 mm cuts, 
respectively). The error in pixel size was assessed by measuring the pixel dimensions of the 
Perspex block on the CT image, and the accuracy was found to be under 1%. Each 
hemisphere was outlined on the CT images by a single observer using a mouse. The mean 
pixel value of the Perspex block was calculated as 1153 ± 16. A window displaying pixel 
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values 600-1400 was chosen to provide a reasonable display of the block. Outlining was 
repeated three times to assess intraobserver error. The area of each hemisphere was calculated 
using the triangulation method and the percentage accuracy of area measurement determined 
for each thickness of cut.  
 
The mean and standard deviation of the area measurements were calculated. The percentage 
error in area measurement was calculated by dividing the difference between the actual and 
triangulated area by the actual area. The standard deviation was also expressed as a 
percentage of the actual area. Having established the method, one clinical example of a T-
shaped acetabular fracture was chosen to be scanned and analysed (2 mm slice thickness and 
separation, 512 × 512 matrix, 0.67 × 0.67 mm pixels). The areas of the articular surface of the 
intact roof and the anterior and posterior fragments of the fractured acetabulum were 
measured together with the area of the opposite normal side. 
 
Triangulation algorithm 
The purpose of the triangulation algorithm is to approximate the surface area of an object 
from a collection of triangles. The total surface area is calculated by summing the areas of the 
individual triangles. It must also be ensured that the triangles do not overlap. The scanned 
object appears in outline on the CT images and is traced using the mouse to produce a series 
of outline points. 
 
 
Figure 2. The triangulation algorithm applied to a hemisphere. 
Each outline is composed of a series of points having an x and y coordinate. To represent the 
surface in 3D, a z coordinate is added to each point by multiplying the current slice number 
by the slice thickness. The outlines need to be traced in the same sense, i.e. either clockwise 
or anticlockwise, and specified by the user as being either open or closed. (These constraints 
were added to make the algorithm easier to implement.) The triangulation method involves 
constructing a series of triangles between each pair of outlines producing a series of 
triangulated strips. The first point on the first outline is designated as the first vertex of the 
first triangle. The first edge is constructed by drawing a line between this point and the 
closest point on the other outline. When this point has been found, the closest point on the 
opposite outline is found to produce the second edge. The third edge is produced by simply 
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connecting the first and last points. As triangulation proceeds, the second edge of the last 
triangle becomes the first edge of the next triangle. To ensure that triangulation proceeds in a 
forward direction, with no overlapping triangles, the algorithm does not allow points to be 
selected behind the current point. Sometimes a triangulation error occurs (as seen in Figure 
2), which is another potential error in the measurement of the area. However, such errors can 
be corrected by retracing the appropriate outline.  
 
If both the outlines are of the closed type, triangulation continues until either of the initial 
points are found again indicating that triangulation has come full circle. The strip is closed by 
adding one last triangle constructed from the last edge and the initial point on the opposite 
outline. If both outlines are open, the strip is closed when either of the last outline points is 
found, although in this case the strip is just closed with no extra triangles being added. The 
algorithm is able to handle cases where one outline is closed and the other open, as occurs at 
the boundary between the roof of the acetabulum and the anterior and posterior horns. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. The percentage error in area measurement and slice thickness. 
 
The outline of the acetabular roof is handled differently. In this case, the central vertex of the 
roof is found by averaging the x and averaging the y coordinates of the outline. Triangles are 
constructed between the centre of the roof and the outline points. The z coordinate of the 
central vertex is raised by half a slice thickness producing a shallow cone, which 
approximates the curve of the roof more closely than a flat top. 
 
As a single line is used to trace the articular surface of the anterior and posterior horns, a 
problem arises in that there is a line which jumps across the non-articular region. This leads 
to triangulation of all of the surface instead of just the articular region as required. However, 
the unwanted triangles tend to have two sides which are much longer than the articular 
triangles, and therefore may be removed by filtering out all triangles with a side longer than a 
specified limit. 
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Results 
The results of the experiments in scanning the Perspex block with different sized hemispheres 
(phantom) are shown in Figure 3 and Table I. The percentage error in area measurement of 
the triangulation method is shown in relation to hemispheres of increasing size. The 
percentage error is also shown when using 1, 2 and 4 mm cuts for each hemisphere. For a 
hemisphere diameter of 5 cm, which approximates to the size of the acetabulum, the error 
was —11.2% for 4 mm cuts, + 4.2% for 2 mm cuts and +5.1% for 1 mm cuts.  
 
Hemisphere 
diameter 
(mm) 
Actual  area 
(cm
2
) 
Mean 
triangulated 
area (cm
2
) 
Standard 
deviation 
(SD) 
Error in area 
measurement 
(%) 
SD as % of 
actual area 
1 mm cuts      
72 78.5 81.8 1.4 +4.2 1.8 
63 58.1 62.6 0.83 +7.7 1.4 
54 42.8 45.0 0.48 +5.1 1.1 
41 26.15 27.8 0.13 +6.3 0.5 
32 15.28 16.2 0.23 +6.0 1.5 
19 5.67 6.1 0.05 +7.5 0.9 
10 1.57 1.7 0.03 +8.3 2.2 
      
2 mm cuts      
72 78.5 79.5 0.34 +1.2 0.44 
63 58.1 58.0 0.38 -0.2 0.67 
54 42.8 44.6 0.12 +4.2 0.28 
41 26.15 26.4 0.15 +0.9 0.60 
32 15.28 15.3 0.01 0.0 0.06 
19 5.67 5.6 0.08 -1.2 1.57 
10 1.57 1.46 0.04 -6.4 2.4 
      
4 mm cuts      
72 78.5 75.1 0.27 -4.3 0.35 
63 58.1 54.6 0.23 -6.0 0.40 
54 42.8 38.0 0.16 -11.2 0.37 
41 26.15 21.0 0.13 -19.7 0.52 
32 15.28 11.2 0.04 -26.7 0.26 
19 5.67 3.16 0.03 -44.3 0.47 
10 1.57 0.33 0.006 -79.0 0.37 
 
The articular cartilage of the undamaged acetabulum (green in Figure 4) has a surface area of 
19.5 cm
2
. The contralateral fractured acetabulum is in three fragments (Figure 4). These 
comprise the intact roof (yellow) that remains attached to the iliac wing together with an 
anterior fragment (red) and a posterior fragment (blue). The area of the articular cartilage on 
the intact roof is 6.5 cm
2
 while that on the anterior and posterior fragments is 3.0 cm
2
 and 9.2 
cm
2
, respectively. The total area of the fragments is 18.7 cm
2
 which is 0.8 cm
2
 or 4% less  
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Figure 4. A T-shaped acetabular fracture demonstrating the articular cartilage on the roof (yellow), anterior 
(red) and posterior (blue) fragments. The normal side is shown in green. 
 
than the area of the undamaged side. If the area of the articular cartilage on the normal side is 
taken as 100%, then this T-shaped fracture can be described as one in which the intact roof 
retains 33% of the articular cartilage. Nearly half of the articular cartilage (47%) is on the 
posterior fragment and 15% remains anteriorly. 
 
Discussion 
As expected, the 4 mm cuts show the largest overall error with the most pronounced variation 
of error with diameter. The error in measuring the smallest (10 mm) hemispheres is nearly —
80%, and around 5% for the largest (72 mm) diameter. The main source of this error is 
probably the triangles undercutting the curved surface. As expected, this effect is more 
pronounced for smaller diameters and therefore results in a greater error. The smallest 
diameter is cut by just two 4 mm scans, resulting in a triangulated surface that is more like a 
cone than a hemisphere. Surprisingly, our results show that the area measurements for the 2 
mm slices appear to be more accurate than those for the 1 mm slices, which consistently 
overestimate the area. The edge response function perpendicular to the scan plane smears out 
the edge, a problem inherent with CT. As a result, with the chosen display window, the 
diameter of the largest hemisphere was measured as 73.8 mm instead of 72 mm. The 
uncertainty in the position of the edge increases towards the bottom (dome) of the hemisphere 
owing to the partial volume effect (Figure 5). We found that more accurate diameter 
measurements could be made by lowering the range of pixel values displayed, but this 
produced an image that was very bright and difficult to view. In the clinical situation, 
optimizing the window to display the position of bone edges more accurately is likely to 
make tracing the articular surface more difficult. The oversizing effect, caused by the edge 
response function and selected viewing window, occurs for all slice thicknesses, but in the 
case of the 2 mm slices the effect is being cancelled out by the undercutting effect. In the case 
of the 4 mm slices, the undercutting effect is greater than the oversizing, producing 
underestimation of the area. 
 
Another source of error is the number of points per outline. Too few points will lead to 
underestimation of the area owing to undercutting, and too many will result in overestimation 
of the area owing to crenellation of the triangulated surface. In this experiment, the number of 
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outline points per unit length was found to increase with decreasing diameter as it was 
necessary to space the points closer together in order to accurately trace round the smaller 
outlines. (The number of points per cm varies between 1.8 for the largest outlines down to 5.3 
for the smallest.)  
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Plot of the pixel values across the edge of the 5 cm hemisphere (2 mm slice thickness) at four 
different levels, top, middle, near bottom and bottom (dome of the hemisphere). 
 
The standard deviation of the triangulated area values (Table I) shows that there is little 
intraobserver variation in tracing in the outlines, in general less than 1 % of the area. If error 
bars were drawn on the graph they would be smaller than the markers. In the clinical example 
(Figure 4) there is a discrepancy of 4% between the total area of the acetabular fragments 
compared with the area of the normal side. This error is about the same as the error in 
measuring the 5 cm hemisphere scanned with 2 mm cuts. This discrepancy could result from 
the error in the technique, or from a natural variation in the areas of the left and right 
acetabula. We intend to investigate the variation in normal acetabular area by scanning a 
selection of pelvic bones. 
 
The discrepancy could also be caused by a small fragment being missed. If small fragments 
are displaced and rotated into the plane of the scan then direct measurement of their articular 
cartilage surface area is not possible by this method. A further study could be carried out to 
assess the errors involved in measuring small segments at different angles to the scanning 
plane.  
 
This study shows that acetabular areas can probably be measured to within 5% using 2 cm 
cuts, which we consider to be adequate for our purposes. The technique can be applied 
clinically to measure the percentage area of the articular cartilage of the intact roof in 
acetabular fractures in relation to the normal side, together with the area of the displaced 
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fragments. In the case of both column fractures, the percentage area of secondary congruence 
can be measured. This has potential clinical significance as a prognostic factor and to provide 
an indication for surgery in the long term. 
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